languages are spoken at Long Terawan. One of these ('Tring') is among the many dialects of Kelabit. The other (called 'Long Pata' in Ray (19 13) , from the name of an earlier settlement) is one of the four dialects of Berawan. According to oral tradition, the ancestors of the Long Terawan Tring were refugees from tribal warfare who sought asylum among the Berawan. During my fieldwork in 1971 I collected data for both languages from the Same individual, George Bidui, who appeared to be fluent in each, and to distinguish them from one other with a high degree of consistency. No length contrasts were noted for Tring, but the opposition of short and long consonants was documented repeatedly in Berawan, both in field notebooks and on tape. George Bidui himself referred to the long consonants as 'hard' and the short consonants as 'soft'.
A similar length contrast was recorded for the Berawan dialects of Batu Belah and Long Jegan, but for the dialect of Long Teru circumstances allowed me to collect only 82 lexica1 items in a meeting of no more than an hour, and no length contrasts were noted. Fortunately, the social anthropologist Peter Metcalf spent over two years working at Long Teru, and in a set of brief remarks on the orthography of Berawan prayers (Metcalf 1989:xiii) he notes that 'Several consonants occur in geminate form, and this is indicated by doubling the letter. These are: pp, tt, cc, dd, j, l1 and yy.' Although Metcalf s remarks are addressed specifically to the dialect of Long Teru, he implies that they are valid for al1 Berawan dialects.
To date only one publication has appeared on the Berawan dialect of Long Terawan. Proctor (1979) provides a vocabulary of around 1,700 items for what he calls simply 'the language' of Long Terawan, and in it he notes no contrasts of consonant length. In some cases it is evident that Proctor recognized the existence of a length contrast but failed to record its true nature, as where he writes dima 'five' and dimah 'rubbish' for correct ldimmehl, ldimehl, or adig 'ear wax', adeg 'ear' for correct (addigl, 1adi: gl. In other cases he gives no indication at al1 of a contrast that is plainly present, as in gitôh 'hundred', bitôh 'stone' for correct gitoh, bittoh. In short, Proctor's material is phonemically unreliable, and should be used with caution, if at a11.2
My own material, while taking notice of the length contrasts that Proctor overlooked, undoubtedly still contains some errors, particularly in the representation of the vowels. For this reason I have withheld publication for nearly two decades. However, it now seems best to publish selected data from my fieldnotes both to document the well-supported contrast of long and short consonants, and to encourage others who may have fieldwork opportunities to press the phonemic analysis further than circum-stances allowed me to do. Table 1 shows my analysis of the phonemes of Long Terawan Berawan without regard to length contrasts (/é/ is midfront, while /e/ is the schwa): Contrastive consonant length is not a common phenomenon in the languages of island Southeast Asia, and I went to the field with no expectation of finding it. As a result I failed to note length contrasts until perhaps the second or third of my approximately ten meetings with George Bidui, and not al1 forms which were collected were included in my final data check.
In my last meeting with the informant, 83 items selected to illustrate some of the more difficult contrasts were recorded on tape, and these have now been subjected to instrumental analysis (Condax n.d.) . Based on the available material, the following generalizations appear to be justified: (1) consonants that can occur either long or short are: /p/, /t/, /C/, /k/, /b/, /d/, /g/, /m/, /n/, /ñ/, /q/, /l/ and /r/; (2) there appear to be no length contrasts following schwa; (3) /i/, /é/, /a/ and /o/ occur both long and short.3 Contrastive vowel length for /i/, /é/ and /o/ was often recorded as a qualitative difference. If a qualitative analysis of vowel contrasts is adopted, the number of vowel phonemes wil1 increase to nine, but a contrast between long and short /a/ must still be recognized, unless short /a/ is regarded as identical to /e/ (schwa). Differences of vowel quantity were Thurgood (to appear) provides a useful set of cross-linguistic generalizations about the behaviour of geminate consonants. He observes that geminates occur most cornmonly in inte~ocalic position between short vowels the first of which is stressed. In addition, he establishes an irnplicational hierarchy in which alveolars, labials, velars and glottals show a generally right-to-left implication (if there are geminate glottals there are also geminate velars, etc.). According to Thurgood (p. l) , 'palatal fricatives enter the sequence immediately after alveolars ..... palatal nasals enter the chain immediately after bilabials, either slightly before velars or in free variation with velars.' Nothingin the data from LTB is inconsistent with these statements, but it appears likely that further phonetic information wil1 require us to include /J/ among the consonants of this language which can occur either long or short. recorded only-in the last syllable; in the penult only /i/, /u/, /e/ and /a/ were observed, and in the antepenult only /i/, /u/ and /e/.
Illustrative examples in support of the foregoing statements are given J in Table 2 : . .
Evidence for the contrast of /b/ and /bb/ is weak, since [bb] was recorded only following schwa, and [b] was not recorded in this environment. Tentatively, then, I write only /b/ in intervocalic position. As noted above, these contrasts have now been documented through acoustic measurements, and there can be no doubt that they are real. Indeed, the length contrast is recognized in folk taxonomy, at least insofar as it affects the stops. A natura1 next question would be: what is the origin of the long consonants of Long Terawan?
Sources of consonant length in Austronesian languages
Length distinctions have not previously been reconstructed for either consonants or vowels in Proto-Austronesian (PAN) or in any of its higherorder descendants, as Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) or Proto-Western Malayo-Polynesian (PWMP). In PMP canonical shape was either CVCVC or CVCCVC, where al1 consonant positions were optionally filled or vacant, and the first member of the media1 cluster was either a nasal homorganic with a following obstruent (*tumbuq 'grow', *punti 'banana') or any consonant in a reduplicated monosyllable (*butbut 'pluck, pull out', *demdem 'dark', *selsel 'regret'). In addition, a smal1 number of non-reduplicated forms appear to have allowed preconsonantal *R (*beRsay 'canoe paddle', *saRman 'outrigger float'). There are four known sources of historically secondary consonant length in Austronesian languages:
(1) Prenasalized stops became geminated stops. Examples are: *mantis > Kiput Imattayl 'kingfisher sp.', "rantay > Kiput Ilattaayl 'chain' (Malay loan); cp. *matay > Kiput Imataayl 'to die'. In some languages nasals have assimilated only to certain classes of obstruents, as in Toba Batak, where prenasalized voiceless stops became geminates, but prenasalized voiced stops remained unchanged (*ns became lts/).
(2) The first consonant of a cluster in a reduplicated monosyllable assimilated completely to the second. Examples are *selsel > Makasarese /sassala?/ 'regret' and *bakbak > Madurese /babba?/ 'bark of a tree'.
(3) Following PMP *e (schwa), consonants are phonetically geminated in many languages. If *e merged with some other vowel (usually *a) this phonetic difference became phonemic. Examples are *enem > Isneg Iannáml 'six' (cp. *anak > Isneg Ianáí'l 'child'), and *enem > Makasarese Iannarjl 'six' (cp. *anak > lanall 'child').
(4) Vowel syncope in the environment VC -CV, with assimilation of the first consonant of the resulting cluster to the second. Examples are *qalejaw (> qaljaw) > Atta /a:ggaw/, Botolan Sambal Iallól 'day', and ProtoAdmiralty "papanako (> pahanak > pahnak) > Ere lpannal 'to steal'. l It is possible that consonant gemination has arisen in some Austronesian languages in other.ways, but at the present time these four types of change are the only ones known to produce historically secondary long consonants. To determine the relevance of these types of change to the problem at hand, we must first look at Long Terawan historical phonology as a whole.
A sketch of Berawan historical phonology
As noted in Blust (1974) , the historical phonology of the North Sarawak languages in genera1 is both varied and unusual. As will become apparent, the Berawan dialects have among the most bizarre phonological histories of al1 North Sarawak languages. The following description applies exclusively to the Long Terawan dialect (hereafter LTB), but portions of it obviously will apply to the other Berawan dialects as well.
5.1. Borrowing. As one might expect for a smal1 speech community that has been in contact with other languages for many generations, LTB shows various signs of borrowing. Very little borrowing appears to have taken place between LTB and Long Terawan Tring, but like most other languages in coastal and downriver areas of Sarawak, LTB has incorporated a number of loanwords from Brunei Malay (BM). In many cases these differ from the cognate forms in Standard Malay (SM), most notably in regard to two features: 1. where SM has a final vowel, BM has a final glottal stop; and 2. where SM has penultimate stress, BM generally has final stress. The first of these differences is clearly reflected in the following examples of 
Proto-Malayo-Polynesian phonology.
To avoid the necessity of referring to Proto-Austronesian phonological distinctions which have no direct relevance to the problem at hand, Long Terawan forms wil1 be derived from Proto-Malayo-Polynesian, the putative ancestor of al1 non-Formosan Austronesian languages. The phoneme inventory of Proto-MalayoPolynesian included at least the following segments: 1. voiceless stops *p, *t, *c, *k, and *q (where *q probably was uvular, but became glottal stop in many daughter languages), 2. voiced stops *b, *d, *z, *g, and *j (where *z was a palata1 affricate, and *j probably was a palatalized velar stop), 3. nasals *m, *n, *h, and * g , 4. fricatives *s, possibly *S, and *h (where *s appears to have been palatal, and *S alveolar), 5. liquids *l, *r, and *R (where *r was alveolar, and *R uvular), 6. semivowels *w and *y, 7. vowels *a, *e, *i, and *u (where *e was schwa). In addition it is useful to recognize a class of diphthongs, which often behave distinctly in historica1 change. Al1 of these are morpheme-final 'rising diphthongs', and include *-aw, *-ay, *-uy, and *-iw. As mentioned already, canonical shape was CVCVC or CVCCVC, where al1 consonants were optional, and the first consonant of a cluster was either a nasal generally homorganic with the following obstruent, *R, or a generally heterorganic consonant in a reduplicated monosyllable. In addition it may be noted that *c, *z, and *ñ did not occur morpheme-finally. Blust (1 969, 1973 Blust (1 969, , 1974 ) described a set of phonetically unusual consonant correspondences in the languages of the Baram river basin and adjacent areas. These correspondences were explained as the product of historically secondary initial or media1 clusters reflecting PMP *b, *d/j, *z, and *g followed by what was then written *S (now written *h). Criticisms of this explanation have been advanced by , Dah1(1976:125,130) and Zorc (1 982: 139-40,1983: 14-20) , and it now appears necessary to amend and supplement the original hypothesis in various ways that need not directly concern US here. For convenience (and to remain noncommital regarding their phonetic character), I write the PNS sources of these problematic correspondences with upper-case characters: *B, *D, *J, *G.
The Proto-North Sarawak voiced obstruent split.
The point of these remarks is to draw attention to the fact that Long Terawan, like al1 other languages assigned to the North Sarawak group, exhibits double reflexes of the PMP voiced obstruents for which a fully satisfactory explanation is yet to be provided. Long Terawan reflexes of the PMP voiced obstruents are given for both initial and intervocalic positions. Thus, the normal reflex of *b in initial position is /b/, but in intervocalic position is /k/, while the irregular reflex in both of these positions is /p/. Sample reflexes of the Proto-North Sarawak voiced obstruent split in LTB are:
PMP *-j-> c-: PMP *qalejaw > PNS *(e)Daw > /iciw/ 'day' PMP *z->j-: PMP *zaqet > PNS *jaqet > /jé?/ 'bad' PMP *-z-> -s-: PMP *quzan > PNS *udan > /usi:n/ 'rain' PMP *-z-> c-: PMP *haRezan > PNS *(e)Zan > /aci:n/ 'notched log ladder'
Examples of the split of PMP *g and of certain other details are inferred from internal North Sarawak comparisons which need not be cited here.
The development of media1 clusters.
The historical development of media1 consonant clusters in LTB is not completely clear. Clusters of heterorganic consonants in reduplicated monosyllables appear to have been one source of the 'second' reflex of PMP voiced obstruents, as in *bunbun > /bupu:nl 'heap, pile', "demdem > /dicum/ 'dark; night', and *digdig > /dici:g/ 'wall'. However, if the second member of such a cluster was a voiceless stop, the first consonant assimilated to it, yielding a geminate consonant, as in *pakpak > /pappa?/ 'to hit (with the hand)', "pukpuk > /puppo?/ 'to hit (with an instrument)'. In at least some cases this appears to have been true of loanwords as well, as with Malay /lampul, LTB /lappug/ 'lamp', Malay /cagkul/, LTB /sakkul/ 'hoe', or Malay Itogkatl, LTB /tukket/ 'support stick, prop'.
Although the first three examples of heterorganic clusters given above al1 contain a sequence of nasal + voiced obstruent, it appears that the prenasalized obstruents of non-reduplicated forms underwent a different development. Like a nurnber of other languages in western Indonesia, LTB has what Durie (1985) calls 'funny nasals'. These nasals reflect prenasalized voiced obstruents, but have undergone a change in the timing of nasal closure and oral release which has drastically shortened the obstruent. In most languages the nasal portion of a prenasalized voiced obstruent occupies about half of the total closure time of the cluster. In the articulation type described by Durie for Acehnese or by Coady and McGinn (1982) for Rejang, the nasal occupies perhaps nine tenths of the total closure time of the cluster. As a result it is very easy to mishear such articulations as sirnple nasals, although in lento speech the vowel which follows clearly lacks the nasalization that it would normally have. My own transcriptions of this articulation type in LTB probably are inconsistent, as I was preoccupied with other features of the phonology to such an extent that I neglected to perform a final check on media1 nasals.
The development of$nal consonants.
Although LTB permits 19 consonant contrasts intervocalically, only seven consonants are found in final position: l?/, /m/, /n/, /g/, /h/, /w/ and /y/. This reduction of possible contrasts in final position is the historical product of extensive consonant mergers. Briefly, the following major developments should be noted: (1) *q disappeared and the other voiceless stops then merged as /?l, (2) *j merged with *d in al1 positions; *b and the *d which resulted from merger of PMP *d and *j became /m/ and /n/ respectively (instances of PMP *-g are rare, and its development in LTB rernains unclear), (3) *-h disappeared, and *s then became /h/, (4) *-R disappeared, and *l and *r then merged with PMP *d and *j as /n/, (5) /h/ was added after original final vowels. Examples are:
(1) *puluq > /pulo/ 'ten', "gap > (4) *ikuR > /ik01 'tail', *putul > /puton/ 'broken', *hatur > laton/ 'to arrange'.
(5) *t-ama > /tameh1 'father', *laki > Ilakkéhl 'male', *bulu > /buluh1
'body hair, feathers'.
Other consonantal developments. Now that we have briefly examined
changes which affected the voiced obstruents, media1 clusters, and final consonants as classes, we can proceed to look at the development of individual segments. Because they are less directly relevant to the issue at hand, the reflexes of vowels wil1 be discussed only in passing.
(l) *p > /p/ : *pajay > /paray/ 'riceplant, rice in the field', *penuq > /pen01
'full', *pikuk > /pikol/ 'bent, crooked', *putiq > /puté/ 'white'; *hapuy > Iapoyl 'fire', *depa > ldepehl 'fathom', *ipen > Ij-ipenl 'tooth', "pan > /upan/ 'bait'.
(2) *t > /t/ : *tanaq > /tana/ 'earth', *telen > /telen/ 'to swallow', *tian > /tijan/ 'abdomen', *turnij > /tumén/ 'heel; cockspur'; *batag > /bitag/ 'log', *betik > /beté?/ 'tattoo', *ma-qitem > /mittem/ 'black', *qutin > /utén1 'penis'. (3) *c (al1 examples found in probable Malay loanwords).
(4) *k > /k/ : *kali > /kaléh/ 'to dig', *kena > Ikenehl 'right, correct, exact', *kita > /kiteh1 'we (plural, incl.)', *kulit > /kulai?/ 'skin, bark'; *lakaw > /lakaw/ 'to walk, go', *leket > /leké?/ 'sticky, adhesive', *ikuR > likol 'tail', *buku > /bukoh/ 'knuckle, node, joint'.
(5) *q disappeared in initial position. Intervocalically *q sometimes disappeared and sometimes became /?/ : *qatay > /atay/ 'liver', *qetut > /tau?/ 'fart', *qulu > luloh/ 'head'; *paqet > /pa?/ 'chisel', *paqit > lpai?/ 'bitter', *puqun > /pon/ 'base of a tree', but *daqan > /di?en/ 'branch', *tuqu > /tu?oh/'truth'.
(6) Apart from the general split of PMP voiced obstruents already noted in section 5.3., the following developments of *b should be noted: 1. In initial position *b did not change: *batu > /bittoh/ 'stone', *beRas > /bekeh1 'husked rice', *buqaya > /bijih/ 'crocodile'; 2. Intervocalically *b sometimes disappeared before a rounded vowel: *babuy (> **bauy > **bawi) > /biwih/ 'pig', "balabaw > /belio/ 'rat', *ma-buhek (> **mabuk) > /mao?/ 'drunk'; where it did not disappear, intervocalic *b became /k/: *qabu > Iakkuhl 'ash', *bubu > /bukuh1 'conical bamboo fish trap', *ebut > lkaull 'pull, as weeds; pluck, as feathers', *tuba > /tukkih/ 'fish poison, Derris root'. In a single form *b appears to be reflected as /k/ in initial position: *besuR > /keco/ 'full after eating, satiated'. > /di01 'far', *zalan > /ilan/ 'path, road'. Apart from Malay loans with -/j/-, the sole example of a reflex of *-z-is *quzan > /usi:n/ 'rain'.
. 'to plant', *t-ama > /tameh1 'father', *lemek > /ieme?/ 'fat'.
(1 1) *n generally remained unchanged: *nasuk > /naso?/ 'to boil', *-nu > /noh/ '2sg.', *nupi > /nupéh/ 'to dream', *anak > lana?/ 'child', *enem > /numl 'six', *i-ni > Inihl 'this', *bunuq 'to kill' > /bun01 'enemy'. In > /bikih/ 'shoulder', *paRa > lpakihl 'storage rack above the hearth', *beRas > /bekeh1 'husked rice', *beR(e)qat > /bekei?/ 'heavy', *tageRag > /takki:g/ 'ribs', *duRi > /dukkih/ 'thorn'. In two recorded cases *R appears to have become /y/: *suRat > /suyé?/ 'wound', *uRat > /yé?/ 'vein, vessel'. *qaRem > /areml 'scaly anteater, pangolin' may be a loan from Kiput, although a motivation for borrowing is far from obvious, and *uReq > /ugug/ 'horn' apparently is a loan, although the source remains unclear. Two final changes should be mentioned. In the first of these, prepenultimate initial vowels or vowels preceded by a laryngeal consonant (*h or *q) were regularly lost: *anipa > /lippeh/ 'snake', *hadiRi > Idekihl 'housepost', *qanibug > /niu:g/ 'nibong palm', *qali-matek > Ilimatéí'l 'leech', *qapeju > lpecuhl 'gall, gall bladder', *qayuyu 'coconut crab' > /ujuh/ 'freshwater crab'. In the second, a prepenultimate initial CV-syllable was occasionally lost: "bituka > Itukkehl 'large intestine', *pasaqan > lsalenl 'carry on the shoulder', *baligbiq> Ilibbigl 'a fruit: Averrhoa carambola' (possibly a Malay loan). The fortition of non-phonemic glides and loss of a prepenultimate initial CV-syllable intersect in a most striking manner in two parallel etymologies that are far from immediately obvious: *baRuai) > 1kebi:gl 'the Malayan sun bear: Ursus Malayanus', *duRian > /keji:n/ 'an edible fruit, the durian'.
~

The history of consonant length in Long Terawan Berawan
As already observed, in a smal1 number of almost certain loanwords from Malay a LTB geminate consonant has arisen from an earlier cluster of nasal plus voiceless obstruent. However, the long consonants of native forms do not yield so readily to explanation. By now it wil1 have become apparent that the PMP reconstructions cited in earlier sections provide no basis for explaining the distinctions of consonant length observed in LTB. Should we then posit a previously unrecognized distinction of long and short consonants for Proto-Malayo-PolynesianIProto-Austronesian? In past publications I have consistently required reconstructed distinctions to be supported by at least two witnesses -that is, by at least two widely separated languages which belong to different primary subgroups of the collection of languages for which the distinction is reconstructed. If the long consonants of LTB are to be explained as reflexes of an earlier distinction which has previously been overlooked, adherence to this methodological principle requires that there be confirmatory evidence from some other language or language group. In an effort to explain the accentual contrasts of many Philippine languages, Zorc (1983) posited long and short penultimate vowels, and accented and non-accented ultimate vowels for Proto-Austronesian. In Zorc's reconstruction long vowels are always accented, hence:
Proto-Austronesian had four vowels, *a, *e (= schwa), *i and *u. Of these, the schwa was always short, but other vowels could occur either long or short in the penult (Zorc leaves open the question of contrastive vowel length in the ultima). According to Zorc the reconstruction of a length distinction in penultimate vowels explains not only the accentual contrasts of Philippine languages, but also two other superficially unrelated phenomena: 1. the Proto-North Sarawak voiced obstruent split, and 2. consonant gemination in languages such as Madurese. If true, this claim is of great importance for Austronesian comparative linguistics, as it will remove in a single stroke a number of disparate apparent irregularities in languages extending from the northern Philippines to western Indonesia.
In the following discussion it will be convenient to adopt Zorc's use of the terms oxytone and paroxytone for accents that fa11 regularly on the ultima and penult respectively. With regard to the PNS voiced obstruent split Zorc claims that the 'regular' reflex of PMP *b, *d, *z and *g occurs in paroxytone words (that is, following a long vowel), whereas the 'irregular' reflex occurs in oxytone words (that is, following a short vowel). Whereas al1 of the irregular reflexes of PMP voiced obstruents that Zorc cites from North Sarawak languages do correspond to oxytone words in Philippine languages, so do a number of forms which exhibit the regular reflex. Since PPH *tebúh 'sugar-cane' and *qabú 'ash' are both oxytone, the claim that short penultimate vowels conditioned the splits summarized in Table 3 would lead US to expect Kelabit /bh/, LTB /p/ in both words. Instead we find Kelabit ltebhuhl, LTB /tepuh/ 'sugar-cane', but Kelabit Iabuhl, LTB Iakkuhl 'ash'. Similar remarks apply for example to PPH *qudáq 'shrimp', or *quzán 'rain', where we would expect the media1 consonant to be reflected as Kelabit ldhl, LTB /C/, whereas what we actually find is Kelabit Iudaql, LTB /uraq/ 'shrimp', Kelabit /udan/, LTB 1usi:nI 'rain'.
Since Zorc also suggested that PMP short vowels in the penult conditioned the development of long consonants in languages such as Madurese, it will be worthwhile to consider whether a similar conditioning factor might underlie the historica1 development of the long consonants of Long Terawan Berawan. In examining the evidence, we can ignore ProtoPhilippine reconstructions in which the media1 consonant was a glide (*w or *y) or a laryngeal (*h or *q), since the reflexes of these segments in LTB do not appear to show length contrasts. For the Same reason we can ignore al1 consonant reflexes following schwa. The reconstruction of ProtoPhilippine accent contrasts has depended almost entirely on agreements between the Cordilleran languages of northern Luzon and cognate forms in languages belonging to the group that I have called 'Greater Centra1 Philippines' (Blust 1991) . Where Cordilleran and Greater Central Philippine cognates disagree in accent placement, the reconstruction of ProtoPhilippine accent is not attempted.
LTB was only one of over 40 speech communities for which data was collected during eight months of fieldwork in 1971, and for this reason time did not permit me to check al1 media1 consonants for length contrasts. As a result the media1 consonants that I recorded fall into three categories: 1. consonants which are unambiguously long, 2. consonants which are unambiguously short, and 3. consonants which are ambiguous for length. Since the last category can be of no use in determining whether consonant length in LTB correlates with Proto-Philippine accent placement, it wil1 be ignored. In general, any consonant which was transcribed as long is regarded as 'unambiguously long', even when I lack a tape-recording that permits instrumental checking. However, consonants which were transcribed as short but not tape-recorded are ambiguous. Consequently, 'unambiguously short' refers only to consonants which were recorded on tape. Table 4 includes al1 LTB forms which meet each of the following conditions: (l) the form contains a media1 consonant belonging to that set of consonants which can occur either long or short (Table 2) , (2) the form was either transcribed with a long consonant or was tape-recorded and the length of the consonant confirmed instrumentally, (3) the form reflects a PPH reconstruction with unambiguous accent. The imposition of these conditions has two clear consequences: 1. it drastically reduces the set of data which could otherwise be used to test the correlation in question, and 2. it makes the inferences based on these data far more reliable. Table 4 have a long penultimate vowel, while eight have a short penultimate vowel. As can be seen, the correlation of consonant length in LTB with vowel length in PPH is completely random. Whereas we would expect al1 LTB forms which correspond to PPH paroxytones (Part A) to have a short consonant, three do and three do not. Similarly, whereas we would expect al1 LTB forms which correspond to PPH oxytones (Part B) to have a long consonant, four do and four do not. A cursory inspection of LTB forms which meet conditions (l) and (3) above, but not condition (2), shows a very similar pattern for a data sample which includes over 80 PPH : LTB comparisons. We are forced to conclude, then, that a hypothesis of Proto-Malayo-Polynesian contrastive accent based on the evidence of Philippine languages fails to explain the distinctions of consonant length which form such a conspicuous part of the phonology of the Berawan languages.
Likewise, an examination of the correspondences between LTB and other languages which are known to have contrastive consonant gemination, such as Madurese and Makasarese, shows no clear correlation between geminate consonants in cognate forms in any of these languages, as shown in Table 5 : In conclusion, although some of the geminate consonants of LTB appear to derive from prenasalized voiceless stops in Malay loanwords, most have no known historical source. Since the prenasalization of media1 obstruents is to some extent an unpredictable process in Austronesian languages (Blust to appear), we might argue that forms such as Ibittohl 'stone' or lmattehl 'eye' reflect variant prototypes with a prenasalized media1 stop (*bantu, *manta). Apart from the obviously ad hoc character of such an explanation, it is clear that it cannot explain the gemination of media1 nasals or liquids, where homorganic prenasalization could not occur.
We are left, then, at an impasse. It is possible that the Berawan languages uniquely preserve a PMP length contrast. But without supporting evidence that permits triangulation, such a diachronic inference is precarious. Needless to say, from the standpoint of genera1 scientific method it would be far more satisfactory if a correlation could be found between consonant gemination in LTB and some corresponding irregularity in other languages, since we could then solve two problems at once through a modification of our views about PMP phonology. Disagreeable as we may find it, the evidence does not permit such a solution, and we are forced for the present to accept yet another riddle in the historical phonology of the North Sarawak languages.
